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ON ORDER OF APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONSBY GENERALIZED BERNSTEIN-CHLODOWSKYPOLYNOMIALS
AbstractIn the present paper the order of approximation of continuous functions onsemiaxis is studied by means of Bernstein-Chlodowsky polynomials and theirgeneralizations.

IntroductionPolynomials of Bernstein-Chlodowsky representing the generalization of classicalBernstein polynomials on in�nitely growing interval [0; bn], where bn !1 as n!1,have the form:
Bn (f ;x) = nX

k=0
f �kbnn

�Ckn � xbn
�k �1� xbn

�n�k ; 0 � x � bn (1)
At determination of these polynomials the condition limn!1 bnn = 0 is imposed onnumbers bn . This condition provides the convergence of Bn (f ;x) to f (x) at everypoint of continuity of the function f . At the same time from the equality

Bn �t2;x�� x2 = x (bn � x)nfor the function f (t) = t2 it follows that
supx�[0;bn]

��Bn �t2;x�� x2�� = b2n4n
and the condition bnn ! 0 doesn't guarantee the tending to zero of the right part asn!1.We'll impose on the numbers bn more limiting condition

limn!1 bnpn = 0; (2)
from which, in particular, it follows, that at any natural r

limn!1 brnnr=2 = 0: (3)
Note here the papers [2], [3], [4] related directly to the Bernstein-Chlodowskypolynomials and their generalizations and the paper [5], generalizing the results ofthe paper [6] on in�nitely increasing interval from which we can also conclude anumber of theorems on these polynomials. Some main properties of the polynomials
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(1) were stated in the monograph [1]. In [1] (see also [7]) the T. Popovichy theoremis given on estimation of approximation of continuous functions by the Bernsteinclassical polynomials by the continuity module of approximated function accordingto which if Bn (f ;x) is a Bernstein polynomial then

��Bn (f ;x)� f (x)�� � 32! �f ;n�1=2� :In [1] it is also proved if f has continuous �rst derivative then��Bn (f ;x)� f (x)�� � cn�1=2! � �f 0;n�1=2�
where ! � �f 0; �� is a module of continuity of the derivative f 0. At the same time inclassical paper of Bernstein [8] is proved that for getting such result for the highestorder derivatives the expressions of polynomials must contain the combinations con-taining these derivatives. Such a construction generalizing the Bernstein polynomialwas given in [9].In the present paper together with the Popovichy type theorem we'll investigatealso the construction of the type given in [9] for the polynomials (1).Theorem 1. Let the function f be uniformly continuous on the semiaxis andBn (f ;x) be Bernstein-Chlodowsky polynomials of order n for the function f . Then

for any x 2 [0; bn]. jBn (f ;x)� f (x)j � 32!
�f ; bnpn

�
where ! (f ; �) = sup fjf (x)� f (y)j : x; y� [0; bn] ; jx� yj � �g :

Proof. Since
Bn (f ;x)� f (x) = nX

k=0

�f �kbnn
�� f (x)�Ckn � xbn

�k �1� xbn
�n�k ;

then
jBn (f ;x)� f (x)j � nX

k=0
!�f ; ����kbnn � x�����Ckn � xbn

�k �1� xbn
�n�k

and taking into account that
! (f ;��) � (�+ 1)! (f ; �) ;

we obtain
jBn (f ;x)� f (x)j � nX

k=0
!
0BB@f ;

����kbnn � x����� �
1CCACkn � xbn

�k �1� xbn
�n�k �
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� ! (f ; �)(1� nX

k=0

����kbnn � x����Ckn � xbn
�k �1� xbn

�n�k + 1)
Using Cauchy -Bunyakovski inequality we'll get

jBn (f ;x)� f (x)j �
� ! (f ; �)

8<:1�
vuut nX

k=0

�kbnn � x�2Ckn � xbn
�k �1� xbn

�n�k + 1
9=; =

= ! (f ; �)�1� bn2pn + 1� :
Choosing � = bnpn we'll get

jBn (f ;x)� f (x)j � 32!
�f ; bnpn

� :
The theorem is proved.The generalized Bernstein-Chlodowsky polynomial of order (n; r) for the functionf is determined as

Bn;r (f ;x) = nX
k=0

rX
i=0

f (i) �kbnn �i!
�x� kbnn

�iCkn � xbn
�k �1� xbn

�n�k (4)
0 � x � bn; limn!1bn =1; limn!1 bnpn = 0:

For r = 0 from (4) and (1) it follows the equality
Bn;0 (f ;x) = Bn (f ;x)

Thus, it is clear that (4) is generalization of (1). Moreover, for polynomials (4)the following assertions are true.Lemma 1. The polynomials

Sm (x) = nX
k=0

�k � nxbn
�mCkn � xbn

�k �1� xbn
�n�k ; (m = 0; 1; 2; :::) (5)

are connected by the recurrent formula

Sm+1 (x) = bn� xbn
��1� xbn

��S0m (x)� mnbn Sm�1 (x)� (6)
Proof:Indeed, di�erentiating Sm (x) we �nd

S0m (x) = nX
k=0

�k � nxbn
�m�1Ckn � xbn

�k�1�1� xbn
�n�k�1�
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�"�mnbn

� xbn
��1� xbn

�+ 1bn
�k � nxbn

�2# :
Hence
S
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Allowing for 0 � x � bn for any x we get����Am;i� xbn

����� � c <1:
Di�erentiating Am;i � xbn� we �nd
bnA0m;i� xbn

� = c1m� xbn
�m�1 + c2 (m� 1)� xbn

�m�2 + :::+ cm�i+1i� xbn
�i�1

Allowing for 0 � x � bn for any x we get����bnA0m;i� xbn
����� < c

Prove that (7) is true for all m. The lemma is true for m = 0; 2; 4. Assume thatit is proved for m � r. Then by virtue of (6)
Sr+1 (x) = bn� xbn

��1� xbn
�264 [ r2 ]Xi=0

A0r;i� xbn
�ni � nrbn

[ r�12 ]X
i=0

Ar�1;i� xbn
�ni

375 =

= xbn
�1� xbn

�264 [ r2 ]Xi=0
bnA0r;i� xbn

�ni � r[ r�12 ]X
i=0

Ar�1;i� xbn
�ni+1

375 :
Note that � r�12 �+1 = � r+1

2
�, then (7) is true for all m. From (7) it follows that
jSm (x)j � K (m)n[m2 ]; (8)

where K (m) is a constant depending on m, but doesn't depend on n and�m2 � is anentire part from m
2 .Theorem 2. Let the function f and its derivatives of order (r + 2) be uniformly

continuous in [0;1) and Bn;r (f; x) be generalized Bernstein-Chlodowsky polynomi-

als of order (n; r) for the function f . Then

kf (�)�Bn;r (f ; �)kC[0;bn] = O�� bnpn
�r !�f (r); bnpn

�� ; (9)
where kg (�)kC[0;bn] = supx�[0;bn] fjg (x)jg :Proof. Using the Taylor modi�ed formula

f (x) = rX
i=0

f (i) �kbnn �i!
�x� kbnn

�i+
+�x� kbnn �r(r � 1)!

1Z
0
(1� t)r�1 �f (r)�kbnn + t�x� kbnn

��� f (r)�kbnn
�� dt
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and the evident identity

(�) nX
k=0

Ckn � xbn
�k �1� xbn

�n�k = 1
from the determination of continuity module and the expression (4) for the gener-alized Bernstein-Chlodowsky polynomial for every x 2 [0; bn] we'll get:

jf (x)�Bn;r (f ;x)j = ����� nX
k=0

f (x)Ckn � xbn
�k �1� xbn

�n�k�
� nX
k=0

rX
i=0

f (i) �kbnn �i!
�x� kbnn

�iCkn � xbn
�k �1� xbn

�n�k����� =
= ����� nX

k=0

( rX
i=0

f (i) �kbn
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A = 1(r + 1)! brnnr+ 1

2

nX
k=0

����k � nxbn
����r+1Ckn � xbn

�k �1� xbn
�n�k+

+ 1r! brnnr nX
k=0

����k � nxbn
����r Ckn � xbn

�k �1� xbn
�n�k (11)

Using Cauchy-Bunyakovskiy inequality and (*) we'll getnX
k=0

����k � nxbn
����r+1Ckn � xbn

�k �1� xbn
�n�k � (S2r+2 (x)) 12 ; x 2 [0; bn] (12)

nX
k=0

����k � nxbn
����r Ckn � xbn

�k �1� xbn
�n�k � (S2r (x)) 12 ; x 2 [0; bn] (13)

From (11)-(13) and from (8) it follows the estimation
A = 1(r + 1)! brnnr+ 1

2

n r+1
2

pK (2r + 2) + 1r! brnnrn r
2

pK (2r) =
= brnn r

2

� 1(r + 1)!pK (2r + 2) + 1r!pK (2r)� = brnn r
2

K0 (r)
From this estimation together with (10) we obtain (9) and the proof of thetheorem is complete.The author expresses his deep gratitude to acad. A.D. Gadjiev for the statementof the problem and discussion of the obtained results.
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